To Members of the House Rules Committee, that support 719,
When you have to sneak around the rules and or protocol in order to advance what you want in
politics, exactly how is that ultimately justified on your conscious.
SB719 is more than just overreach and deception, it is blatant ignoring of the Constitution.
Something Salem is becoming pretty adept with today. The bullying on this agenda, laced with
information that is not true grows so tiresome.
Do not support back door, unethical legislative proposals to gain talking points that are
erroneous, but useable with the uninformed for your personal political gain or payback.
You are talking about robbing Americans of their Rights. You are not proposing real help. Not a
single Vet that I personally know thinks this bill will do anything good for them. I suspect you
know it too.
No one saw my niece's suicide coming. She had access to a gun and chose another way.
This Bill will produce the same shortcomings. Its basically an attack on an object without
helping the person.
All the misinformation in the world you care to muster isn’t going to make 719 viable.
This Bill does absolutely nothing, NOTHING to truly help the people you are disguising its
underlying goals with. You need to table it, kill it, or what ever it takes to get rid of this parade of
anti-gun behavior. Your talking points.
The democratic party needs to start working with information that will help. Guns are not the
problem.
NO to 719. It is a lie on paper. Do not make it another law that lies as well.
Sincerely,
Sally Klein

support Oregon troops..send packages from home

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoABty_zE00
https://www.billwhittle.com/firewall/your-second-amendment
Madison Rising: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8C7i9kdEf8

I would rather be exposed to the inconveniences attending too much liberty than
those attending too small a degree of it. Thomas Jefferson, letter to Archibald Stewart, Dec 23,
1791

“Since the general civilization of mankind, I believe there are more instances of the abridgment of
freedom of the people by gradual and silent encroachment of those in power than by violent and
sudden usurpations.” James Madison - 1788

